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The paper presents the full modeling and a methodology for de-embedding the interferometric scanning microwave 

microscopy measurements by means of dopant profile calibration. A Si calibration sample with different boron-doping 

level areas is used to that end. The analysis of the experimentally obtained S11 amplitudes based on the proposed model 

confirms the validity of the methodology. As a specific finding, changes in the tip radius between new and used tips 

have been clearly identified, leading to values for the effective tip radius in the range of 45 nm to 85 nm, respectively. 

Experimental results are also discussed in terms of the effective area concept, taking into consideration details related 

to the nature of tip-to-sample interaction.    

 

Manuscript 

Characterization at the nanoscale, requires new experimental techniques able to provide high resolution and 

sensitivity. Scanning microwave microscopy (SMM) is a technique which strives to achieve both requirements, 

offering localized characterization. This is obtained by combining microwave measurements with probe techniques. 

The operation principle is based on the application of a microwave signal through a tip. Its edge can thus be considered 

as a microwave source in proximity to the material under investigation. Several configurations of microwave 
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microscopes have been proposed to that end1-13. The gained knowledge is summarized in several reviews 14,-16.  Beside 

the proper instrumentation setup, a trustworthy calibration and the right de-embedding methodology are equally 

important in order to extract quantitative information from the experimentally obtained microwave signals. Microwave 

microscopes provided precise characterization of different types of samples such as dielectrics 17,18, semiconductors 

19,20,  nano-devices 21-23 , novel/advanced materials24,25 and biological samples 26. 

One of the more recent SMM setups is based on the combination of an atomic force microscope (AFM) with a vector 

network analyzer (VNA). This setup aims to take advantage of the high lateral AFM resolution and the sensitivity 

offered by the VNA, if properly connected. A VNA sensitivity is optimum when operating with a load in the order of 

50 Ω. Therefore, to take full advantage of the instrumentation capability, the high impedance of the tip/sample system 

should be matched to the instrumentation impedance 21. A quite effective configuration calls upon an interferometric 

setup, thereby offering sub-fF sensitivity for a wide range of capacitances 13 and allowing aF-scale sensitivity 22. 

Semiconductor characterization at the nm scale has attracted huge interest in recent years. The corresponding 

calibration schemes (reported for the setup with a resistor/resonator matching 9), is based on controlled doping profiles. 

Calibration is achieved by correlating the derivative of the reflection coefficient amplitude (dS/dV) 27-29 or phase 

(dP/dV) 30 measured on areas of accurately defined doping, to the corresponding doping level. As recently 

demonstrated, SMM calibration can also be achieved by the indirect correlation between the doping level and the S11 

amplitude through the formed metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) capacitance 31. Given the importance of SMM for 

nanoscale semiconductor device characterization and the ability of silicon technology to provide structures with 

accurately defined properties, dopant profile calibration is a very useful tool towards quantitative SMM measurements. 

Moreover, no such study has been reported before for the interferometric SMM setup.  

A dopant profiling calibration study for interferometric SMM is detailed thereafter. The calibration is based on the 

recently reported approach for correlation of the reflection coefficient amplitude, │S11│ to the MOS system 

capacitance 31, including the concept of effective area 32. An analytical model for interferometric SMM system is 

initially presented. The S11 amplitude is experimentally obtained on a specially designed calibration sample (with a 

boron-doping “maya-like” pyramid inside Si) and analyzed according to the proposed model. The analysis leads to a 

straightforward experimental calculation of all the important quantities for the interferometric setup including also the 

effective tip radius. 
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In the interferometric setup of the SMM, the signal coming out of the VNA is divided by a splitter in two. The first 

part (path 1 (a) – Fig.1) is sent to the device under test (DUT) through the AFM tip, while the second part (path 2 - 

Fig. 1) goes through an attenuator. The reflected part of the first signal portion (path 1 – Fig.1), coming back from the 

tip/sample system interaction, is superimposed to the second part, which is adjusted to create a destructive interference 

at a given reference impedance. These two arms are different in length (about 1 m) so that the interference occurs 

approximately every 100 MHz. Implementation of a phase shifter, not added in the present setup, would allow also 

finer adjustment if required. The sum of the signals is also amplified by a factor G in order to enhance sensitivity. This 

operation principle is presented in Figure 1 and expressed in terms of equations as follows. 

The signal ain=Aeiωt, with an amplitude A and with ω = 2πf, f being the frequency, comes out of the VNA source, goes 

through a splitter and is divided into two equal parts. Those two signals can be expressed at a point x from the source 

and at time t, as ai(x,t) = a0e-i(kx-ωt), with a0 = A/2 and k =2π/λ (λ being the wave length).   

 

 

FIG.1 Simplified schematic of the interferometric SMM operation principle  

The reflected signal coming out from the tip and the DUT system is 

   𝑎!(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑒!"𝛤𝑎"𝑒#$(&'#())                                                             (1) 

where Γ is the DUT reflection coefficient and e10 reflects the signal attenuation due to propagation in the cables and 

losses in the splitter and the couplers. 
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The second part that goes through the attenuator is 

  𝑎+(𝑥, 𝑡) = 𝑒+"𝑎"𝑒#$(&'#())                                                        (2) 

where again e20 has a similar meaning than e10 but for the second path and includes also the signal adjustment as 

explained below.  

The total signal coming back to the VNA (out path – Fig.1) is the sum of the reflected part of the signal through path 

1 and the signal through path 2, amplified by a factor G.  

𝑎,-) = 𝐺𝑎"+𝑒!"𝛤𝑒#$&'! + 𝑒+"𝑒#$&'"-𝑒$()                                                (3) 

The signal in path 2 is then adjusted at reference impedance with the reflection coefficient Γ0 and at a given frequency 

corresponding to k0, in order to completely cancel the output and have some destructive interference where aout =0. 

In that case   

        𝑒+"𝑒#$&#'" = 𝑒$.𝑒!"𝑒#$&#'!Γ"                                                           (4) 

while the measured S11, defined as S11=aout/ain ,  at any point of the sample and at any frequency will be written as 

 𝑆!! = 𝐺𝑒!"𝑒#$&#'!+Γ𝑒#$(&#&#)'! − Γ"𝑒#$(&#&#)'"-                                        (5) 

Initially a scan versus frequency at the reference impedance with reflection coefficient Γ0 is performed. In that case, 

the reflection coefficient will be 

𝑆!!#/#(𝑘) = 𝐺𝑒!"Γ"𝑒#$&#'!+𝑒#$(&#&#)'! − 𝑒#$(&#&#)'"-                                   (6) 

The last equation can be rewritten by implementing trigonometric formulas as     

𝑆/#(𝑘) = 2𝑖𝐺𝑒!"Γ"𝑒#$&#'! sin 7−
(&#&#)('!#'")

+
8 𝑒#$

(%&%#)((!)(")
"                          (7) 

Therefore working versus frequency this corresponds to a maximum value for the amplitude equal to 

                      9𝑆!!#0#912' = |2𝐺𝑒!"𝛤"|                                                             (8) 

It is worthwhile to notice that the latter relationship is useful to estimate the effective multiplying factor G. 
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Then, the frequency is fixed at a value f not far from f0, and the DUT is scanned. The reflected signal is now coming 

out from different impedances, with respect to the reference one. In this case, which represents SMM operation, by 

using 2𝜋𝑓 = 𝑘𝜐!, S11 is expressed as  

   𝑆!!#3(Γ) = 𝐺𝑒!"𝑒
#*"+,-.

'!(Γ − Γ!)                                                           (9) 

where   Γ! = Γ"𝑒
#"*+(,&,#)(("&(!)-.  

Then, if we name 	𝐴 = 𝐺𝑒!"𝑒
#*"+,-.

'!  and B = -AΓ1, equation (9) can be written as S11-f (Γ)
 
= AΓ + B 

In the case of small admittances, such as those formed by an AFM tip and the sample, having mainly capacitive 

contributions, as in the case of MOS structures discussed in this paper, the last equation can be finally written as 8 

             𝑆!!#3(𝐶) = −2𝑖𝑍"𝐴𝜔(𝐶 − 𝐶!)                                                           (10) 

In the last equation Z0 = 50 Ω, C is the capacitance that is formed by the tip/sample system at the point of measurement 

and C1 includes any offset with respect to zero due to any experimental reason. Finally, A can be estimated by the 

maximum value of the interference versus frequency as expressed in Eq. (8). This equation is the one that will be used 

for the calibration and de-embedding in the following experimental procedure. 

The experimental setup is composed of a Keysight΄s E8363B Vector Network Analyzer (VNA) interfaced with a 

Keysight΄s LS5600 atomic force microscope (AFM) with commercially available platinum tips especially designed 

for SMM measurements, (Rocky Mountain Nanotechnology 25Pt300A 33) having a spring constant of 18 N/m. In 

addition and in order to use the interferometric SMM approach, the experimental setup includes also a modified 

nosecone without any integrated resistor/resonator system, as well as a Mach-Zehnder interferometer. The 

interferometer consists of a coaxial power divider and two coaxial hybrid couplers associated to an active variable 

attenuator. The operation principle is presented by the simplified schematics in Figure 1. A detailed description can 

be found in Ref. [13]. Humidity and temperature were carefully controlled in order to minimize their influence on 

measurements.     

A special calibration sample has been fabricated and cross-sections prepared to perform a dopant profile calibration 

for interferometric SMM. An Epi Centuraä reduced pressure – chemical vapor deposition (RP-CVD) industrial cluster 

tool from Applied Materials was used to grow (at 950°C, 20 Torr thanks to SiH2Cl2 + HCl + B2H6) nine 400 nm thick 
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layers with well-defined boron doping levels (Fig. 2) on a slightly p-type (1015 cm-3) boron doped [~7-10 Ω·cm] 

Si(001) substrate34 . The doping levels were measured elsewhere by secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS). The 

top surface is covered by a roughly one micron thick intrinsic epitaxial silicon layer.  The sample presents a symmetric 

structure around the central layer with similar doping densities on each side (hence our “maya pyramid” 

denomination). 

 

 FIG.2 Schematic representation of the calibration sample. The boron-doping level is extracted from SIMS depth profiling.   

The dopant profile calibration methodology is based on the modeling presented above and the recent approach for 

SMM study of MOS systems based on the concept of the effective area 32. More precisely and based on Eq. (10), the 

measured amplitude of the reflection coefficient in the interferometric setup is  

      |𝑆!!| = 2𝑍"𝐴𝜔|𝐶 − 𝐶!|                                                               (11) 

In that case, the tip in contact with the semiconducting sample having a native oxide on top forms a MOS capacitance. 

The MOS capacitance is quite accurately defined for any doping level as C = (effective scanned area) x CMOS where 

CMOS is the inversion capacitance per unit area defined as 35 

                 𝐶456 =
7*/0

8*/09
1*/0
1023

:
                                                                   (12) 

Where W is the depletion layer width equal to 

                                   𝑊 = A;7023<=>?@
45
/*
A

B"C5
                                                                  (13) 

In the above equations, εins and εsem are the oxide and silicon dielectric permittivities respectively, dins is the oxide 

thickness, K the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, q the fundamental charge quantity. 𝑁" and 𝑛# are 

the doping level and the intrinsic carrier concentration, respectively. The native oxide thickness typically saturates 

around 1 nm 37. Slight variations around this value, depending on silicon or environmental details, remain negligible 

before  7*/0
7023

𝑊 . The native oxide thickness was therefore supposed to be constant at 1 nm. Equations (11), (12) and 
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(13) clearly reveal the indirect relationship between the measured amplitude and the doping level. A linear relationship 

is expected when plotting the measured │S11│ versus the MOS system capacitance 𝐶$%& (calculated for any doping 

thanks to (12) and (13)). If the coefficient A in (11) is known, the slope will yield the effective scanned area and thus 

the effective tip radius. 

Following the procedure explained before, the AFM tip is initially placed in contact at a point of the DUT. This point 

acts as the reference impedance, Γ0. The measured signal at the reference point is expected to vary with the frequency 

as described in (6). The experimentally obtained result is presented in figure 3. 

  

FIG.3 Experimentally obtained interference scheme 

This first experimental step is important for the proper application of the following quantitative analysis. Indeed, the 

gain G and consequently the constant A in equation (10) can be calculated from the maximum value of the 

interferometer scheme amplitude (Fig.3) versus frequency (as demonstrated in equation (8)). This is of major 

importance for the accurate estimation of the effective scanned area. In addition, this first experimental step also 

reveals the most appropriate frequency for the following experimental procedure 13. In our case, the frequency was 

fixed at 9.976 GHz. 

Different areas were scanned while keeping the RF signal frequency fixed and the AFM tip always in contact with the 

sample surface. A typical image for the measured amplitude obtained on the calibration sample is presented in figure 

4. Nine stripes corresponding to the different doping levels (Fig. 2) are clearly distinguished by color scale differences. 

The very bright areas at the edges of the sample correspond to the wafer substrate doping level. They were not used 

in the calibration procedure that follows.   
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 FIG.4.The nine areas with different doping levels in the sample cross-section are clearly visible thanks to the color scale.  

Although the different areas are clearly separated, a DC bias was also applied through the AFM tip, using a bias tee 

in order to perform a quantitative analysis (in conjunction to the microwave signal applied for SMM assessment). The 

DC signal was used to have MOS inversion at the oxide / semiconductor interface. Indeed, the calibration sample is 

boron doped (e.g. p-type) silicon while the tip was platinum. Such a combination may lead, in the absence of a DC 

bias, to different interface conditions depending on the native oxide’s electrical charging state and on the properties 

of the native oxide / Si:B interface.     

The proposed calibration was performed using point by point measurements on the different stripes in order to avoid 

extended charging of the native oxide that would influence measurements. Measurements were carried out twice. 

Initially, a very fresh tip was utilized. It was used to scan the calibration sample from area 1 to area 5 and then from 

area 5 to area 9. This way, it is possible to obtain two calibration lines in two different areas with almost the same 

doping levels. The AFM tip was then enlarged, by continuous use under a contact force of a few μN, and the 

measurements repeated. The ability of the proposed calibration to identify tip radius changes is thus also evaluated. 

The experimentally obtained results are presented according to the proposed modeling (equation (11)) in Figure 5.   
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FIG.5 Experimental results and analysis with new or used tips on the calibration sample areas (a) (1) to (5) and (b) (5) to (9). In 

the legends, R is the linear regression’s fitting coefficient process and reff  the estimated effective tip radius.  

In all of the above presented configurations, the experimental results obeyed and confirmed the proposed linear 

relation (11) obtained by the current modeling of the interferometric system. Based on the linear regression process, 

the effective tip radius derived from the effective area by supposing that it is equal to πreff2, is calculated from the 

fitting line’s slope. In addition, the quantity C1 is also obtained by the intercept. 

The calculated tip radius is found to increase from 44 nm up to 46 nm (new tip) and from 78 nm up to 84 nm (used 

tip), respectively, as the time of use increases, which is something expected for contact mode experiments.  Indeed, 

the tip apex is expected to be wearied and/or flattened by direct contact with the sample surface as demonstrated 28. 

The fact that the calculated tip radius gradually increases verifies the validity of the proposed modeling and supports 

the use of the proposed methodology for calibrating and de-embedding interferometric SMM measurements. It is also 

interesting to notice that the corresponding “skin depths” (e.g. the penetration depths of microwaves) in boron-doped 

silicon, calculated by using the standard conversion between resistivity and doping 36, are in the range of 25 μm to 130 

μm at 10 GHz. They thus should not affect the obtained results. Nevertheless, it should be highlighted that the effective 

radius may be determined by taking into account the properties of the material under investigation.   

Let us now discuss the concepts of effective area (𝜋𝑟'(() ) and tip radius (𝑟'((), initially introduced in [Ref 9] and 

recently used in Ref. [32] with the appropriate modeling for the resistor/resonator setup. Those are not strictly speaking 

geometrical quantities. The effective tip radius is indeed representing the actual experimental resolution.  It is different 
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from the nominal geometrical radius (for SMM tips (20nm, typically33), as it takes into account interactions away from 

the contact point between the tip apex and the DUT. Therefore, the effective area is likely to be higher than the 

geometrical one, as it also incorporates contributions from fringing fields around the tip apex and from the water 

meniscus. The effective area concept presented here accounts for the wearing of the tip due to the experimental 

procedure, however. It thus yields an experimental resolution value even in cases where, due to prolonged use, the tip 

apex shape is not any more the nominal one. The proposed methodology provides also an easy and straightforward 

experimental way of calibrating experimental results even during the experimental procedure in order to include any 

small changes that could possibly take place, thereby enhancing measurement accuracy. Moreover, calculations are 

performed in the contact mode and at a specific operation frequency. These quantities may also affect the effective 

interaction depending on the specific characteristics of the DUT. Incorporating on wafers such calibration structures 

in order to determine the effective scanned area during measurement might be most interesting.  Finally, C1 is 

practically unaffected during the experimental procedure. The calculated values, in the range of sub-fF, are also 

consistent with the interferomeric concept which minimizes the parasitic capacitances by the formation of destructive 

interferences using a reference point on the DUT. 

In conclusion, a de-embedding methodology for interferometric scanning microwave microscopy is presented which 

is based on a tailored-made doping profile. To that end, a calibration sample (with a “maya-like” pyramid of boron 

inside Si) was fabricated. The proposed methodology includes a full system analytical modeling and its application in 

the case of impedances with mainly capacitive contributions (such as the MOS-type calibration sample under 

investigation). Experimental results have been analyzed using the concept of effective area/radius that allowed the 

straightforward experimental determination of the SMM actual resolution. The validity of the proposed model has 

been evaluated thanks to the use of new or purposely enlarged tips. Changes in the tip radius were clearly identified. 

The results support the use of the proposed methodology as a useful characterization tool in order to provide an 

improved accuracy when using interferometric SMM.  
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